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Abstract

Recent Grid projects, such as the Globus Project, provide a set of useful services such as authentication and
remote access to resources, and information services to discover and query such remote resources. Unfortunately,
these services may not be compatible with the commodity technologies used for application development by the
software engineers and scientists. Instead, users may prefer accessing the Grid from a higher level of abstraction than
what such toolkits provide. To bridge this gap, Commodity Grid (CoG) Kits provide the middleware for accessing
the functionality of the Grid from a variety of commodity technologies, frameworks, and languages. It is important to
recognize that these Commodity Grid Kits not only provide an interface to existing Grid technologies, but also bring
Grid programming to a new level by leveraging the methodologies of the chosen commodity technology, thus helping
the development of the next generation of Grid services. Based on these Commodity Grid Toolkits, a variety of higher
level Grid services are far easier to design, maintain, and deploy. Several projects have successfully demonstrated the
use of Commodity Grid Kits for the design of advanced Grid Services and Grid Computing Environments.

1 INTRODUCTION

Over the past few years, various international groups have initiated research in the area of parallel and distributed
computing in order to provide scientists with new programming methodologies that are required by state-of-the-art
scientific application domains. These methodologies target collaborative, multi-disciplinary, interactive, and large-
scale applications that access a variety of high-end resources shared with others. This research has resulted in the
creation of computational Grids.
The term “Grid” has been popularized during the past decade and denotes an integrated distributed computing infras-
tructure for advanced science and engineering applications. The concept of the Grid is based on coordinated resource
sharing and problem solving in dynamic multi-institutional virtual organizations [31]. In addition to providing access
to a diverse set of remote resources located at different organizations, Grid computing is required to accommodate
numerous computing paradigms, ranging from client-server to peer-to-peer computing. High-end applications us-
ing such computational Grids include data-, compute-, and network-intensive applications. Application examples
range from nanomaterials [33], structural biology [63], and chemical engineering [62], to high-energy physics and
astrophysics [48]. Many of these applications require the coordinated use of real-time large-scale instrument and ex-
periment handling, distributed data sharing among hundreds or even thousands of scientists [24], petabyte distributed
storage-facilities, and teraflops of compute power. Common to all these applications is a complex infrastructure that
is difficult to manage [61]. Researchers therefore have been developing basic and advanced services, and portals for
these services, to facilitate the realization of such complex environments and to hide the complexity of the underlying
infrastructure. The Globus Project [13] provides a set of basic Grid services, including authentication and remote
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access to resources, and information services to discover and query such remote resource. However, these services
may not be available to the end user at a level of abstraction provided by the commodity technologies that they use for
their software development.
To overcome these difficulties, the Commodity Grid project is creating as a community effort what we call Commodity
Grid Toolkits (CoG Kits) that define mappings and interfaces between Grid services and particular commodity frame-
works. Technologies and frameworks of interest currently include Java [59, 46], Python [41], CORBA [56], Perl [55],
and Web Services.
In the following sections we elaborate on our motivation for the design of Commodity Grid Kits. First, we define what
we understand by terms such as Grid Computing Environments (GCEs) and Portals. We then illustrate the creation of
a GCE with the help of commodity technologies provided through the Java framework. Next, we outline differences
from other CoG Kits and provide an overview of ongoing research in the Java CoG Kit Project, which is part of the
Globus Project.

2 GRID COMPUTING ENVIRONMENTS AND PORTALS

Grid Computing Environments [2] are aimed at providing scientists and other Grid users with an environment that
accesses the Grid by using a coherent and interoperable set of frameworks that include Portals, Problem Solving
Environments, and Grid and Commodity Services. This goal is achieved by developing Grid and commodity standards,
protocols, APIs, SDKs, and methodologies, while reusing existing ones.
We define the term “Grid Computing Environment” as follows.

Definition: Grid Computing Environment
An integrated set of tools that extend the user’s computing environment in order to provide access to Grid
Services.

Grid Computing Environments include portals, shells, and collaborative and immersive environments running on the
user’s desktop on common operating systems such as Windows and Linux or on specialized devices ranging from
Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) to virtual reality environments such as stereographic devices or even CAVEs.
The architecture of a GCE can be represented as a multi-tier model. The components of this architecture are shown in
Figure 1. Clients access the services through a portal or communicate with them directly. The user is oblivious of the
fact that a service may engage other services on his or her behalf.
The term “Portal” is not defined uniformly within the computer science community. Sometimes it represents integrated
desktops, electronic market places, or information hubs [34, 51, 35]. We use the term here in the more general sense
of a community access point to information and services. Hence, we define the term as follows.

Definition: Portal
A community service with a single point of entry to an integrated system providing access to information, data,
applications, and services.

In general, a portal is most useful when designed for a particular community in mind. Today, mostWeb Portals
build on the current generation of Web-based commodity technologies, based on the HTTP protocol for accessing the
information through a browser.

Definition: Web Portal
A portal providing users ubiquitous access, with the help of Web-based commodity technologies, to information,
data, applications, and services.

A Grid portal is a specialized portal useful for users of computational Grids. A Grid portal provides information about
the status of the Grid resources and services. Commonly this information includes the status of batch queuing systems,
load, and network performance between the resources. Furthermore, the Grid portal may provide a targeted access
point to useful high-end services, such as a compute and data intensive parameter study for climate change. Grid
portals provide communities another advantage: they hide much of the complex logic to drive Grid-related services
with simple interaction through the portal interface. Furthermore, they reduce the effort needed to deploy software for
accessing resources on computational Grids.
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Figure 1: A Grid Computing Environment hides many of the complex interactions between the accessible services.

Definition: Grid portal
A specialized portal providing an entry point to the Grid to access applications, services, information, and data
available within a Grid.

In contrast to Web portals, Grid portals may not be restricted to simple browser technologies but may use specialized
plug-ins or executables to handle the data visualization requirements of, for example, macromolecular displays or
three-dimensional high-resolution weather data displays. These custom-designed visual components are frequently
installed outside a browser, similar to the installation of MP3 players, PDF browsers, and videoconferencing tools.
Figure 2 presents a more elaborate architecture [60, 61] for representing a GCE that integrates many necessary Grid
Services and can be viewed as a basis for many Grid portal activities. We emphasize that special attention must be
placed on deployment and administrative services, which are almost always ignored in common portal activities [57].
As shown in the Figure 2, users are interested in services that deal with advanced job management to interface with
existing batch queuing systems, to execute jobs in a fault-tolerant and reliable way, and to initiate workflows. Another
useful service is reliable data management that transfers files between machines even if a user may not be logged in.
Problem session management allows the users to initiate services, checkpoint them, and check on their status at a later
time. All of these services are examples of the many possible services in a GCE and are based on the most elementary
Grid services. The availability of commodity solutions for installation and rapid prototyping is of utmost importance
for acceptance within the demanding user communities.
A Grid portal may deal with different user communities, such as developers, application scientists, administrators,
and users. In each case, the portal must support a personal view that remembers the preferred interaction with the
portal at the time of entry. To meet the needs of this diverse community, sophisticated Grid portals (currently under
development) are providing commodity collaborative tools such as newsreaders, e-mail, chat, video conferencing, and
event scheduling. Additionally, some Grid portal developers are exploiting commodity technologies such as JavaBeans
and JSP, which are already popular in Web portal environments.
Researchers interested in Grid Computing Environments and Portals can participate in the GCE working group [2]
which is part of the Global Grid Forum [1]. The origins of this working group can be traced back to the Desktop
Access to Remote Resources organization that was later renamed to ComputingPortals.org and are spin-offs from the
Java Grande Forum efforts [5].
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Figure 2: An example of a Grid Computing Environment that integrates basic and advanced Grid and commodity
services.

3 COMMODITY TECHNOLOGIES

GCEs are usually developed by reusing a number of commodity technologies that are an integral part of the target
environment. For example, a GCE implementing a Web Portal may require the use of protocols such as HTTPS and
TCP/IP. It may make use of APIs such as CGI, SDKs such as JDK1.4, and commercial products such as Integrated
Development Environments (IDEs) to simplify the development of such an environment. The Grid community has so
far focused mostly on the development of protocols and development kits with the goal of defining a standard. This
effort has made progress with the introduction of the Global Grid Forum and pioneering projects such as the Globus
Project. So far the activities have mostly concentrated on the definition of middleware that is intended to be reused in
the design of Grid applications. We believe that it is important to learn from these early experiences and to derive a
middleware toolkit for the development of Grid Computing Environments. This is where Commodity Grid Kits come
into the picture.
Commodity Grid Kits play the important role of enabling access to the Grid functionality from within the commodity
technology chosen to build a Grid Computing Environment. Because of the use of different commodity technologies
as part of different application requirements, a variety of CoG Kits must be supported. In Table 1 we list a subset of
commodity technologies that we have found useful to developing GCEs.
The availability of such CoG Kits is extremely helpful for the Grid application developers as they do not have to worry
about the tedious details of interfacing the complex Grid services into the desired commodity technology. As good
examples, we present the Java and the Python CoG Kits for the Globus Toolkit, known as Java CoG and pyGlobus,
respectively. Both have been used in several GCE developments. However, it is important to recognize the different
approaches the Java and the Python CoG Kit pursue.
While the Python CoG Kit interfaces with the Globus Toolkit on an API-based level, the Java CoG Kit interfaces with
Globus services on a protocol level. The Python CoG Kit assumes the availability of precompiled Globus Toolkit
libraries on the current hosting system, while the Java CoG Kit is implemented in pure Java and does not rely on the
C-based Globus Toolkit. Both approaches provide a legitimate approach to achieve Globus Toolkit compliance. Each
approach has advantages and disadvantages that are independent from the language chosen. Since the Python interface
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Table 1: A subset of commodity technologies used to develop Grid Computing Environments

Languages APIs SDKs Protocols Hosting Methodologies
Environments

Web Portals Java, JDK1.4 HTTPS, JVM, OO and
Perl, CGI TCP/IP, Linux, Procedural
Python SOAP Windows

Desktops C, C++, KParts,GTK KDE, GNOME CORBA Linux, OO and
VisualBasic, C# .NET DCOM Windows Procedural

Immersive C++ CaveLib Viz5D TCP/IP Linux OO
Environments

is generated by using the Simplified Wrapper and Interface Generator (SWIG) [23], it is far easier and faster to provide
adaptations to a possibly changing toolkit such as the Globus Toolkit. Nevertheless, the price is that the Globus Toolkit
libraries must be tightly integrated in the hosting environment in which the Python interpreter is executed. The first
version of the Java CoG Kit was based on Java Native Interface (JNI) wrappers for the Globus Toolkit APIs. This
approach, however, severely restricted the usage of the Java CoG Kit for developing pure Java clients and portals that
are to be executed as part of browser applets. Hence, we implemented the protocols and some major functionality in
pure Java in order to provide compliance with the Globus Toolkit. The availability of the functionality of the Globus
Toolkit in another language has proved valuable in providing portability and assurance of code quality through protocol
compliance.
Both the Python and Java CoG Kits provide additional value to Grids over and above a simple implementation of
the Globus Toolkit APIs. The use of the commodity technologies such as object orientation, stream management,
sophisticated exception, and event handling enhances the ability to provide the next generation of Grid services.
Moreover, in many cases we find it inappropriate to develop such advanced services from scratch if other commodity
technologies can be effectively used. A good example is the abstraction found in Java that hides access to databases
or directories in general class libraries such as Java Database Connector (JDBC) and Java Naming and Directory
Interface (JNDI); the absence of such abstractions in other languages might make it more complicated to implement
the requisite functionality in such languages.
The availability of a variety of CoG Kits targeting different commodity technologies provides a great deal of flexibility
in developing complicated services. We now focus on the Java CoG Kit as an example Commodity Grid Kit, and
illustrate how it can be used to effectively build components that can be reused in the implementation of a GCE.

4 OVERVIEW OF THE JAVA COG KIT

Several factors make Java a good choice for Grid Computing Environments. Java is a modern, object-oriented pro-
gramming language that makes software engineering of large-scale distributed systems much easier. Thus, it is well
suited as a basis for an interoperability framework and for exposing the Grid functionality at a higher level of ab-
straction than is possible with the C Globus Toolkit. Numerous factors such as platform independence, a rich set of
class libraries, and related frameworks make Grid programming easier. Such libraries and frameworks include JAAS
[52], JINI [29], JXTA [39], JNDI [47], JSP [43], EJBs [44], and CORBA/IIOP [50]. We have depicted in Figure 3 a
small subset of the Java technology that can be used to support various levels of the Grid architecture [31]. The Java
CoG Kit builds a bridge between existing Grid technologies and the Java framework while enabling each to use the
other’s services to develop Grid services based on Java technology and to expose higher-level frameworks to the Grid
community while providing interoperability [59]. The Java CoG Kit provides convenient access to the functionality of
the Grid through client-side and a limited set of server-side classes and components.
Furthermore, Java is well suited as a development framework for Web applications. Accessing technologies such
as XML [49], XML schema [15], SOAP [25], and WSDL [26] will become increasingly important for the Grid
community. We are currently investigating these and other technologies for Grid computing as part of the Commodity
Grid projects to prototype a new generation of Grid services.
Because of these advantages, Java has received considerable attention by the Grid community in the area of application
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Figure 3: The Java CoG Kit allows users to access Grid Services from the Java framework and enables application and
Grid developers to use a higher level of abstraction for developing new Grid services and GCEs

integration and portal development. For example, the EU DataGrid effort recently defined Java, in addition to C, as
one of their target implementation languages. Additional motivation for choosing Java for Grid computing can be
found in [38].
The Java CoG Kit is general enough to be used in the design of a variety of advanced Grid applications with different
user requirements. The Java CoG Kit integrates Java and Grid components and services within one toolkit, as a bag
of services and components. In general, each developer chooses the components, services, and classes that ultimately
support his or her development requirements. The goal of the Java CoG Kit is to enable Grid developers to use much
of the Globus Toolkit functionality and to have access to the numerous additional libraries and frameworks developed
by the Java community, allowing network, internet, enterprise, and peer-to-peer computing. Since the Java CoG Kit
strives to be only protocol compliant, it does not provide a simple one-to-one mapping between the C Globus Toolkit
and Java CoG Kit API. Instead, it uses the more advanced features of Java, such as the sophisticated Java events and
exception handling, rather than using the archaic C-based functions. It provides client side access to the following
Grid services :

• An information service compatible with the Globus Toolkit Metacomputing Directory Service (MDS) [58] im-
plemented using JNDI.

• A security infrastructure compatible with the Globus Toolkit Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI) implemented
with the IAIK security library [4].

• A data transfer compatible with a subset of the Globus Toolkit GridFTP [19] and/or GSIFTP [20].

• Resource management and job submission to the Globus Resource Access Manager (GRAM) [27].

• A certificate store based on the MyProxy server [45].

Additionally, the Java CoG Kit contains a set of command-line scripts that provide convenient access to Globus
Toolkit-enabled production Grids from the client. This set includes support for MS Windows batch files, which are
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not supported by the C Globus Toolkit. Furthermore, we provide an enhanced version of “globusrun” which allows
the submission of multiple GRAM jobs. Other useful services include the ability to access Java smart card or iButton
technology [8] to perform secure authentication with a possible multiple credential store on a smart card or an iButton.
Besides these elementary Grid services and tools, several other features and services currently not provided by the C
Globus Toolkit are included explicitly or implicitly within the Java CoG Kit.
The Java Webstart [10] and signed applet technologies provide developers with an advanced service to simplify code
startup, code distribution, and code update. Java Webstart allows the easy distribution of the code as part of down-
loadable jar files that are installed locally on a machine through a browser or an application interface. We have
demonstrated the use of Webstart within the Java CoG Kit by installing sophisticated Graphical User Interface (GUI)
applications on client machines. Component frameworks, such as JavaBeans, and the availability of commercial in-
tegrated development environments (IDEs) enable the Grid developer to use IDEs as part of rapid Grid prototyping
while enabling code reuse in the attempt to reduce development costs.
Thus, our goal of developing collaborative scientific problem solving environments and portals, based on the combined
strength of the Java and the Grid technologies, is well substantiated by the Java CoG Kit. In the past, we had proposed
portal architectures similar to the one depicted in Figure 2, in which the Java CoG Kit is used as an elementary
middleware to integrate Grid services within portals and applications. We expect that advanced services will be
integrated in future releases within the Java CoG Kit or as extension packages. Additionally, it is possible to implement
several core Grid services, currently provided as part of the C Globus Toolkit, in pure Java while exposing the service
through the Web Services Framework proposed recently by W3C. This possibility has been demonstrated for file
transfer and for job execution. The availability of these services and protocol handlers in pure Java will make future
portal development and the integration with existing production Grid far easier. We have provided example programs
using advanced GUI components in Java as part of the Java CoG Kit. These examples include a setup component for
the Java CoG Kit, a form-based job submission component, a drag-and-drop-based submission component similar to
a Windows desktop, an information service browser, and search queries. We hope that the community will contribute
more components so that the usefulness of the Java CoG Kit will increase.

5 CURRENT WORK

Our current work is focused on the creation of an extended execution service and the integration of Web services in
our CoG Kit efforts. Although these are currently prototyped in Java, it is easily possible to provide implementations
in other languages like C and C++.

5.1 InfoGram

An important result from this prototyping has been the development of the “InfoGram” service, which integrates a job
submission service and an information service into a single service while reducing the development complexity. This
InfoGram service has been described in more detail in [64] outlining extensions to the Globus Resources Specification
Language (RSL) [22] and the integration of checkpointing. Currently, we are also exploring the use of the InfoGram
Service as part of “Sporadic Grids”, which are computational Grids dealing with sporadically available resources such
as a computer at a beamline or a computer donated for a short period of time to a compute cluster. The InfoGram
service can enable a SETI@home type of service, which can be used to integrate machines running on a cluster of MS
Windows machines. Besides executing processes outside of the JVM, we have enhanced the security model for Grid
computing while reusing Java’s security model to, for example, restrict access to machine resource and prevent Trojan
programs.

5.2 Web Services

The Web services approach is quickly gaining popularity in the industry. Web services are designed to provide appli-
cation integration via the use of standard mechanisms to describe, publish, discover, invoke, and compose themselves.
Moreover, Web services are platform and implementation independent. In other words, Web services written in a
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<implMap>
<mapping>

<source portName="CMCSPortType" operation="qEngine" />
<target command="/bin/QEngine" />

</mapping>
<mapping>

<source portName="CMCSPortType" operation="polyFit" />
<target command="/bin/PolyFit" />

</mapping>
</implMap>

Figure 4: XML mapping file for the command to Web services converter

certain language can be accessed and invoked by clients written in other languages, executing under different envi-
ronments. This capability is highly appealing to the scientific community, as it enables a high level of collaboration
between various pieces of software written by different organizations in different languages. Despite all the advantages
of the Web Service technology, currently there are only limited Web service development environments, especially in
languages other than Java. In such a scenario, it would be very convenient if there existed a tool that would be able
to wrap an existing scientific application and expose it as a Web service. We are exploring the viability of this idea,
using a prototypical implementation of a command to Web service converter. This converter is built by using Apache
Axis [16] as the development environment. The converter takes as input the service description in the form of a
WSDL document as well as an XML-encoded mapping between the operations exported in the WSDL and the target
executables that they map to. The converter generates client- and server-side code for the target Web service using the
standard Axis WSDL2Java converter, as well as the code for the actual implementation of the Web service using the
XML based mapping that has been provided.
An example of the mapping, which has been used as part of the CMCS project [62], is shown in the Figure 4.
The qEngine operation maps to the executable “/bin/QEngine”, while the polyFit operation maps to the executable
“/bin/PolyFit”. The scientific codes can then be converted into Web services by automatic generation of wrapper code
using the information defined in XML format. These Web services can then be deployed, so that remote clients can
have access to these codes over the network. We are currently analyzing patterns that would be appropriate for code
generation. Such patterns have to be suitably captured in the XML mapfile and understood by the code generator so
as to generate appropriate glue code.

6 ADVANCED CoG Kit COMPONENTS

Now that we have illustrated the usefulness of CoG Kits, using the example of the Java CoG Kit, we demonstrate
how we use it to provide clients with access to advanced services to clients. As we have seen in Figure 2, we desire
to implement services related to job, data, and workflow management. We have developed prototypes of advanced
services and client interfaces that address these issues. Together these components can be used as part of a GCE. Other
suggestions for components and services are listed in [60] and [62].

6.1 Sample Components

The first component models a desktop in which the user can create job specifications and machine representations
through simple icons. Dragging a job onto a machine will automatically start the execution of this job on the remote
machine. The user is able to monitor all jobs submitted to a particular machine by double-clicking on the machine
icon. The associated output of the remote job can be downloaded by clicking on the appropriate file descriptor in the
monitoring component. The specification of the icons and the associations to jobs and machines are represented in
XML format. Figure 5 shows a screenshot of this component.
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Figure 5: A prototypical GUI component performing job management for the GCE using the Java CoG Kit.

The second component is an interface to file transfers based on various protocols such as ftp [18], gsiftp [20], gridftp
[19], and Reliable File Transfer (RFT) [21]. It is a drag-and-drop component allowing the user to conveniently use
third-party file transfers between different Globus ftp servers by using either the gridftp or the gsiftp protocols. While
using the RFT protocol, the user can also monitor the progress of reliable file transfers which are executing in parallel.
Figure 6 shows the snapshot for this component.
The third component is a workflow component that is currently used to define the workflow of an application in a
graphical fashion, with the possibility to define dependencies between tasks as a hypergraph while using a graph data
structure in recursive fashion. This feature allows the user to conveniently define large graphs hierarchically, thus
increasing the readability. Such a tool could also be modified to create graph representations used by other projects
such as Condor-G [36] and OGSA [6] while specifying dependencies between Grid Services. Therefore, the usefulness
of such a component goes beyond the simple use as part of a dependency graph creation for simple job executions.
Figure 7 shows how a workflow can be defined using this component.

6.2 Community Use

The user community served by the Java CoG Kit is quite diverse. The Java CoG Kit allows

• middleware developersto create new middleware components that depend on the Java CoG Kit;

• portal developersto create portals that expose transparently the Grid functionality as part of a portal service;
and

• application developersto use of Grid services within the application portal.

A subset of projects currently using the Java CoG Kit for accessing Grid functionality includes the following:

• CoGBox [54] provides a simple GUI for much of the client-side functionality such as file transfer and job
submission.
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Figure 6: A prototypical GUI performing data management for the GCE using the Java CoG Kit.

Figure 7: A prototypical component using the Java CoG Kit to perform workflow for the GCE
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• CCAT [9] and XCAT [40] provide an implementation of a standardsuggested bythe Common Component Ar-
chitecture Forum,defining a minimal set of standard features that a high-performance component framework has
to provide, or can expect, in order to be able to use components developed within different frameworks.

• Grid Portal Development Kit (GPDK) [7] provides access to Grid services by using Java Server Pages (JSP) and
JavaBeans using Tomcat, a Web application server.

• JiPANG (Jini-based Portal AugmeNting Grids) [53] is a computing portal system that provides uniform access
layer to a large variety of Grid services including other Problem Solving Environments, libraries, and applica-
tions.

• The NASA IPG LaunchPad [11] uses the Grid Portal Development Kit based on the Java CoG Kit. The tool
consists of easy-to-use windows for users to input job information, such as the amount of memory and number
of processors needed.

• The NCSA Science Portal [42] provides a personal Web server that the user runs on a workstation. This server
has been extended in several ways to allow the user to access Grid resources from a Web browser or from
desktop applications.

• The Astrophysics Simulation Code Portal (ASC Portal) [12] is building a computational collaboratory to bring
the numerical treatment of the Einstein Theory of General Relativity to astrophysical problems.

• TENT [37] is a distributed simulation and integration system used, for example, for airplane design in commer-
cial settings.

• ProActive [28] is a Java library for parallel, distributed, and concurrent computing and programming. The
library is based on a reduced set of rather simple primitives and supports an active object model. It is based on
the standard Java RMI library. The CoG Kit provides access to the Grid.

• DISCOVER [30] is developing a generic framework for interactive steering of scientific applications and col-
laborative visualization of data sets generated by such simulations. Access to the Grid will be enabled through
the CORBA and Java Commodity Grid Kits.

• The Java CORBA CoG Kit [17] provides a simple Grid domain that can be accessed from CORBA clients.
Future implementations in C++ are possible.

• The UNICORE [14] project as part of the Grid Interoperability Project (GRIP) [3] uses the Java CoG Kit to
interface with Globus.

Additionally, work is currently performed as part of the Globus Project to provide a reference implementation of the
Open Grid Service Architecture (OGSA) proposed through the Global Grid Forum. The current technology preview
uses the Java CoG Kit’s GSI security implementation and a modified version of the Java CoG Kit’s GRAM gatekeeper.
The role of the Java CoG Kit for some of these projects is depicted in Figure 8.
A regularly updated list of such projects can be found at http://www.cogkits.org. We encourage the users to notify us
of additional projects using CoG Kits, so that we can receive feedback about the requirements of the community. We
like also to document the use and existence of other CoG Kits. In Table 2 we list a number of successfully used CoG
Kits.

7 CONCLUSION

Commodity distributed-computing technologies enable the rapid construction of sophisticated client-server applica-
tions. Grid technologies provide advanced network services for large-scale, wide area, multi-institutional environ-
ments and for applications that require the coordinated use of multiple resources. In the Commodity Grid project, we
bridge these two worlds so as to enable advanced applications that can benefit from both Grid services and sophisti-
cated commodity technologies and development environments. Various Commodity Grid projects are creating such
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Table 2: Examples of Community CoG Kits
Globus

Language Name Compatibility Web Link
Perl Perl CoG API based gridport.npaci.edu/cog/
Python pyGlobus API based www-itg.lbl.gov/gtg/projects/pyGlobus/
Java Java CoG Kit protocol based www.globus.org/cog
JSP GPDK through Java CoG Kit doesciencegrid.org/projects/GPDK/
CORBA CORBA CoG through Java CoG Kit www.caip.rutgers.edu/TASSL/Projects/CorbaCoG/
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Figure 9: Commodity and high-end technologies bring enhanced value to the core Grid architecture.

a bridge for different commodity technologies. As part of the Java and Python Commodity Grid project we provide
an elementary set of classes that allow the Java and Python programmers to access basic Grid services, as well as
enhanced services suitable for the definition of desktop problem solving environments. Additionally, we provided the
Globus Toolkit with an independent set of client tools that was able to increase the code quality of the C Globus Toolkit
and the productivity of the end user.
Our future work will involve the integration of more advanced services into the Java CoG Kit and the creation of other
CoG Kits and the integration of Web services technologies. We hope to gain a better understanding of where changes
to commodity or Grid technologies can facilitate interoperability and how commodity technologies can be exploited in
Grid environments. We believe that it is important to develop middleware for creating Grid Computing Environments.
We emphasize that a CoG Kit provides more than just an API to existing Grid services. Indeed, it brings the modalities
and the unique strength of the appropriate commodity technology to the Grid as the Grid brings its unique strengths
to the commodity users. This relationship is summarized in Figure 9, the modified the Grid architecture [32] which
is introduced in [61] with the explicit vertical support for a variety of commodity and high-end technologies into the
Grid architecture.

8 AVAILABILITY

The Java CoG Kit closely monitors the development within the Globus Project to ensure that interoperability is main-
tained. The CoG Kit development team continues to keep track of projects that use the Java CoG Kit and documents
the requirements of the community, in order to feed this information back to the Globus development team and to
develop new features within the Java CoG Kit. For up-to-date release notes, readers should refer to the Web page
at http://www.globus.org/cog, where the Java CoG kit is available for download. New releases are announced to the
mailing list at cog-news@globus.org. Information about other CoG Kits such as Python, Perl, and CORBA can also
be obtained from this Web page. We welcome contributions and feedback from the community.
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